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Recent advances in MRI technology have enabled precise measurements of correlated activity throughout
the brain, leading to the first comprehensive descriptions of functional brain networks in humans. This article
reviews the growing literature on the development of functional networks, from infancy through adolescence,
as measured by resting-state functional connectivity MRI. We note several limitations of traditional
approaches to describing brain networks and describe a powerful framework for analyzing networks, called
graph theory. We argue that characterization of the development of brain systems (e.g., the default mode
network) should be comprehensive, considering not only relationships within a given system, but also how
these relationships are situated within wider network contexts. We note that, despite substantial reorganiza-
tion of functional connectivity, several large-scale network properties appear to be preserved across
development, suggesting that functional brain networks, even in children, are organized in manners similar
to other complex systems.
Introduction
The human brain can be conceptualized as a complex, hierar-

chical network, in which billions of neurons are precisely orga-

nized into circuits, columns, and functional areas. Information

processing arises from specific patterns of spatiotemporal

activity over these neurons, intimately linking brain structure

and function. The physical structure of brain networks neces-

sarily constrains network dynamics (consider the effects of

synaptic pruning, myelination, or lesions [He et al., 2007; Hutten-

locher, 2002; Sur and Rubenstein, 2005]), and network dynamics

can reshape the physical structure of the network (e.g., through

Hebbian plasticity [Katz and Shatz, 1996; Majewska and Sur,

2006]). Thus, this network has a structural/functional trajectory

from conception through development into adulthood, and

possibly into senescence, which is governed by programmed

biological events and the experiential history of the person.

Describing this network and its trajectory across the human

lifespan should be a fundamental goal of neuroscience, the

importance of which was recently underscored by the establish-

ment of the NIH Human Connectome Project (NIH, 2009; Sporns

et al., 2005).

Brain networks may be examined at any level of their

hierarchy, and over the past 150 years, an enormous literature

has developed that addresses various structural and functional

properties of brain and neural networks. For example, genetic

and biochemical mechanisms of cortical patterning and circuit

development have been described (Cowan et al., 1984; O’Leary

et al., 2007; Sur and Rubenstein, 2005), and neuroanatomical

tracing studies have refined our conceptions of local and

distributed connectivity patterns (Carmichael and Price, 1996;

Felleman and Van Essen, 1991). These are remarkable
advances, but they have largely taken place in nonhuman

systems. As a result, much of our knowledge about human brain

function and organization rests upon extrapolations from such

model systems. The advent of methods for human neuroimaging

changed this situation by enabling the comprehensive examina-

tion of macroscopic brain activity, and more recently, connec-

tivity, in living subjects. These techniques have facilitated the

exploration of human brain networks, and this article reviews

recent progress in understanding the development of functional

brain networks in humans.

Measuring Human Brain Networks
Network studies are inherently studies of the relationships

between things, but several classical neuroanatomical and

neurophysiological techniques for assaying relationships

between brain regions were (and remain) of limited use in living

humans. Structural studies using dissection or tracers faced

obvious ethical limitations, and methods such as EEG that could

demonstrate correlations in activity between brain regions had

coarse spatial resolution and relatively superficial access to the

brain. The introduction of PET and functional MRI (fMRI) in the

1980s and 90s, respectively, enabled reasonably precise, nonin-

vasive measures of activity throughout the brain. This level of

investigation localized function quite well but did not explicitly

measure relationships between brain regions. Innovative investi-

gators were, however, able to harness thesemethods to develop

the concepts of effective and functional connectivity during task

performance (see Friston, 2005; Horwitz, 2003; for discussions

of both measures). Functional connectivity is defined as the

temporal coherence, or statistical dependence, between mea-

surements of activity in different neurons or neural ensembles.
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Effective connectivity often refers to changes in weighted rela-

tionships between regions as a consequence of condition or

state. Measures of functional connectivity at rest form the basis

for the studies discussed in this review and are typically

measured by correlations between signal time courses.

The ability to assay relationships between brain regions was

greatly advanced by the recent introduction of techniques

such as MRI tractography and functional connectivity MRI

(fcMRI), which measure macroscopic brain relationships at the

level of voxels (cubes of several millimeters). These techniques

have enabled the first relatively comprehensive, if coarse,

measurements of structural and functional brain networks in

humans. Although initial studies were largely carried out in adult

populations, recent studies have examined networks in infants,

children, and adolescents. Elsewhere in this volume, Giedd

and colleagues (Giedd et al., 2010) review the literature on the

development of structural brain networks. Here, we review

developmental studies on functional brain networks, as mea-

sured by resting-state functional connectivity MRI (rs-fcMRI).

rs-fcMRI is an increasingly popular fMRI technique that

measures spontaneous, high-amplitude, low-frequency (<0.1

Hz) BOLD signal fluctuations in subjects at rest (i.e., performing

no explicit task). Numerous studies have documented the pres-

ence of correlated rs-fcMRI signal in distributed but functionally

related brain regions in adults, beginning with somatomotor

cortex in 1995 (Biswal et al., 1995), but now including visual

cortex (Lowe et al., 1998), auditory cortex (Cordes et al., 2001),

the default mode network (Fox et al., 2005; Greicius et al.,

2003), and several other so-called resting-state networks

(RSNs) (Damoiseaux et al., 2006). This signal is present in light

sleep (Larson-Prior et al., 2009), under anesthesia (Kiviniemi

et al., 2000), and is similar across scanners and subjects (Biswal

et al., 2010). Additionally, 7–10 min of data appear to be

adequate for basic analyses (Van Dijk et al., 2010), and task

compliance is not required, making this an especially attractive

tool for measuring functional networks in pediatric subjects

(Fair et al., 2007b).

The meaning and function of this low-frequency signal is

unclear (Raichle, 2010), but rs-fcMRI fluctuations have been

linked, in part, to fluctuations in gamma- (<4 Hz) and delta-

band (30–100 Hz) spectral power, as well as to slow cortical

potentials (He et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2007; Raichle, 2010; Schol-

vinck et al., 2010). These correlations can occur in the absence of

direct anatomical connections (e.g., between bilateral nonfoveal

V1 regions in macaques [Vincent et al., 2007]) and therefore

represent something beyond monosynaptic connectivity,

though they are of course constrained by the physical structure

of the neural network (Johnston et al., 2008). The fact that

functionally related regions often exhibit correlated rs-fcMRI

signals, even in the absence of direct structural connectivity,

has led to a hypothesis that rs-fcMRI signal correlations reflect

histories of coactivation between brain regions (Dosenbach

et al., 2007; Fair et al., 2007a; Kelly et al., 2009). Recent work

has shown that distinctions between brain regions made in

rs-fcMRI networks are reflected in distinct evoked fMRI task

responses (Dosenbach et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2010) and

that visual perceptual learning can alter rs-fcMRI correlations

(Lewis et al., 2009). These data suggest a functional basis for
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rs-fcMRI correlations, in addition to whatever role direct and

indirect physical connectivity play in signal generation or support

(Hagmann et al., 2008; Honey et al., 2007).

The Structure of This Review
We begin with an introductory review of several studies con-

ducted in very young children. These studies highlight the

presence of correlated rs-fcMRI signal in infants but also demon-

strate some limitations of traditional methods used to explore

correlation patterns in rs-fcMRI data. We then examine studies

in older children, which have often focused on functional

connectivity within the default mode network (DMN), a collection

of brain regions that deactivate during performance of many

tasks in adults (Raichle et al., 2001; Shulman et al., 1997). We

note that discrepant pictures of DMN connectivity emerge from

different studies, making the presence and extent of coherent

rs-fcMRI activity in the DMN across development unclear. We

then introduce a useful paradigm for studying networks, called

graph theory, which can overcome some of the limitations

previously noted. We describe how this mathematical approach

has informed developmental studies of rs-fcMRI networks and

reexamine functional connectivity in the DMN in light of some

of the lessons learned from graph-theoretic approaches to

networks. We conclude with a discussion of limitations and

caveats to graph-theoretic approaches and with comments on

future directions for study.

Before turning to the body of the paper, we note that the word

‘‘network’’ in the MRI literature has an unfortunate ambiguity in

the broader world of network studies. Across many disciplines

(including graph theory), ‘‘network’’ explicitly indicates a collec-

tion of itemswith pairwise relationships. This sense is sometimes

employed in the MRI literature, but ‘‘network’’ may also refer to

groups of voxels or regions of interest (ROIs) that co[de]activate

in PET or fMRI data (e.g., the dorsal attention network [Corbetta

and Shulman, 2002; Corbetta et al., 1995] or the default mode

network). It can also denote the so-called ‘‘resting-state

networks,’’ which may be defined in a variety of manners, often

with component analyses (e.g., Damoiseaux et al., 2006) or

seed correlation maps (e.g., Biswal et al., 1995; Fox et al.,

2005). Seed correlation maps are formed by correlating the

time course of a seed ROI (a voxel or group of voxels) with all

voxels in the brain, revealing the spatial locations where rs-fcMRI

activity is similar to the seed’s. For example, seeds in visual

cortex tend to result in maps that highlight occipital cortex

(Lowe et al., 1998), demonstrating high correlations in rs-fcMRI

signal throughout the visual system. Component approaches

(e.g., independent or principal component analysis [ICA, PCA])

employ data-reduction techniques to partition voxels into

components that share variance in their time courses. Similar

to the visual seed just mentioned, component analyses of

rs-fcMRI data routinely detect a component of voxels in occipital

cortex that share considerable portions of their variance (Damoi-

seaux et al., 2006). Neither a seed map, nor a component, nor

a constellation of coactive regions during a task necessarily

constitute a network in the broader world of networks. When

discussing data, we therefore refer to these descriptions by

more neutral terms like ‘‘resting relationships’’ or ‘‘correlated

brain activity’’ or the like and generally reserve ‘‘network’’ for



Figure 1. Group Resting-State Components in 12 Sedated Preterm
Infants
Each row shows coronal, sagittal, and axial views of components thresholded
at p > 0.5 (alternative-hypothesis threshold for activation versus null). (A)
Primary visual cortex, (B) bilateral somatosensory and motor cortex, (C) bilat-
eral temporal/inferior parietal cortex encompassing primary auditory cortex,
(D) posterior lateral and midline parts of parietal cortex and lateral cerebellum,
(E) medial and lateral anterior prefrontal cortex. Figure modified from Fransson
et al. (2007).
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descriptions congruent with the broader graph-theoretic sense.

In a few specific cases, when referring to commonly understood

‘‘networks’’ of brain regions with particular properties, we con-

tinue to use the traditional ‘‘network’’ labels to avoid awkward

rephrasings (e.g., for the default mode network, fronto-parietal

task control network, and cingulo-opercular task control

networks).

Studies of Resting-State Relationships
in Very Young Children
For over a decade, seed correlation and component analyses

have been used to demonstrate correlated brain activity in

infants and children ages 1–4 years old. Subjects in these studies

were variably sedated, sleeping, or resting, and while the full

impact of depth of sleep or sedation on rs-fcMRI correlations

is unclear (Horovitz et al., 2009; Larson-Prior et al., 2009), results

are broadly congruent across subject cohorts at these ages.

Kiviniemi et al. first reported robust correlations of occipital

cortex voxels with a primary visual cortex seed in 2000, a finding

that has been replicated multiple times in cohorts as young as

premature infants less than 30 weeks old (Kiviniemi et al.,

2000). Similarly, seeds in auditory (Redcay et al., 2007) and

somatomotor cortex (Lin et al., 2008; Smyser et al., 2010) reveal

bilateral correlated activity in children as young as 30 weeks

gestational age, firmly establishing the presence of correlated

rs-fcMRI activity early in development.

Several studies have examined seed correlation maps in

newborns and infants at different ages and have indicated that

the maps display developmental trajectories. The seed maps

of Smyser et al. in premature infants ages <30, 30, 34, and

38 weeks suggest that midline seeds (e.g., anterior cingulate

[ACC]) gain bilateral correlations earlier in gestation than lateral-

ized seeds (e.g., face somatomotor or temporal) (Smyser et al.,

2010), and Lin et al. report that the strength and extent of

somatomotor seed maps increased more rapidly than those of

visual seed maps across cohorts of children ages 2 weeks,

1 year, and 2 years old (Lin et al., 2008).

The first whole-brain analyses of rs-fcMRI data in a pediatric

population were performed by Fransson et al. in 2007 (Fransson

et al., 2007). In this report, ICA/PCA techniques were applied to

data from sedated premature infants at term equivalence to

derive components of correlated voxels. This study reported

five components in (1) primary visual areas, (2) bilateral somato-

motor cortex, (3) bilateral temporal/inferior parietal cortex

including auditory cortex, (4) posterior lateral andmidline parietal

cortex and lateral cerebellum, and (5) medial and lateral anterior

prefrontal cortex, as shown in Figure 1. These component

patterns were subsequently replicated in a study using sleeping

term infants (with the additional finding of a basal ganglia

component [Fransson et al., 2009]). The visual, somatomotor,

and auditory/insula components resemble previously published

seed correlation maps in young children (Kiviniemi et al., 2000),

and the frontal and parietal components resemble the seeds

maps of Smyser et al., though precise comparisons are difficult

given differences in analysis strategy and data presentation.

Somewhat contradictory findings were reported by Liu et al. in

1 year olds, where ICA analyses returned unilateral, rather than

bilateral, somatomotor components in most children (Liu et al.,
2008). Another analysis by Gao et al. (2009) used group ICA

analyses to detect distributed components that partially resem-

bled portions of the default mode network in cohorts of

neonates, 1 year olds, and 2 year olds.

These studies used both seed correlation maps and compo-

nent maps to usefully demonstrate spatial features of correlated

rs-fcMRI signal, but they also reveal limitations inherent to such

approaches. For example, if one is interested in multiple regions

highlighted in a seed correlation map, a new map needs to be

generated for each additional region, and comparing more

than a few maps at once quickly becomes overwhelming.

Alternatively, if one is interested in interactions within or between

components, one must adopt some other technique to examine

those interactions, since component analyses only indicate that

variance is shared to some extent by voxels within components.
Neuron 67, September 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 737



Figure 2. The Development of rs-fcMRI
Correlations betweenDefaultModeNetwork
ROIs
Pseudoanatomical layouts of a network of 13 DMN
ROIs in (A) children 7–9 years old and (B) adults
21–31 years old. Connection widths indicate the
strength of correlation between ROI time courses,
and only correlations of r > 0.15 are shown.
(C) The results of a two-tailed t test of children
and adult correlations corrected for multiple com-
parisons at p < 0.05. Correlations that increased
with age are shown in blue, and those that
decreased with age are shown in red. Insets
show LOWESS curves of several individual
connections over development. ROIs were defined
from Fox et al. (2005). Figure modified from Fair
et al. (2008).
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Such problems are amplified when multiple cohorts are exam-

ined (e.g., clinical or developmental cohorts), imposing substan-

tial limits on the complexity and scope of brain relationships

that can be grasped and communicated by researchers using

these methods. Such limitations suggest the need for a more

comprehensive framework for analyzing interactions between

brain regions.

Studies of Resting-State Relationships in Older Children
Similar to the studies in younger children, several recent studies

have examined rs-fcMRI correlation patterns in older children,

and many of these studies have particularly or tangentially

targeted the state of functional connectivity within the default

mode network (DMN) over development, with both common

and disparate results.

Fair et al. (2008) examined functional connectivity between 13

published ROIs from the DMN over development in healthy

subjects 7–30 years old. Here, ROIs were modeled as 10 mm

diameter spheres, and functional connections were measured

by Pearson correlations between ROI time courses. A principal

finding of this study is shown in Figure 2. At a chosen threshold

(r > 0.15), networks in children ages 7–9 years existed in five

unconnected pieces (Figure 2A), whereas in young adults

21–31 years old, the networks formed an integrated DMN

(Figure 2B). Nearly all developmental changes in correlation

strengths among these ROIs were increases (see Figure 2C

insets, far right), and increases largely occurred in an anterior-

posterior orientation (Figure 2C). One interesting point to note

is that the sole long-distance anterior-posterior correlations

present in children linked medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC) and

superior frontal nodes to lateral parietal and posterior cingulate

(PCC) and retrosplenial nodes (Figure 2A). This result was

mirrored in MPFC seed correlation maps that showed only

sparse correlations to the PCC, superior frontal, lateral parietal,

and lateral temporal cortex in children, but robust correlations

in adults. The level of connectivity in anterior-posterior direc-

tions, and in particular the degree to which connectivity with

the DMN is present and coherent in children, is a subject of

debate and intense investigation (see below).
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Partially consistent findings were reported by Kelly et al., who

studied correlation maps from five sequential seeds placed

along the anterior cingulate (thought to participate in five

different functional domains) in cohorts ages 9–13, 13–17, and

20–24 years (Kelly et al., 2009). Correlation maps in the youngest

cohort displayed diffuse correlations near seed locations and

few long-distance correlations. Over adolescence, however,

correlations proximal to seeds tended to weaken, and correla-

tions at long distances began to emerge, consistent with

previous reports of functional connectivity development (Fair

et al., 2007a). This pattern was most pronounced in ventral

cingulate seeds (classically placed in the DMN) and least

pronounced in dorsal seeds near the supplementary motor

area (SMA). In particular, and in contrast to the findings of Fair

et al. (2008), Kelly et al. reported a complete absence of ante-

rior-posterior midline correlations from ventral cingulate seeds

in their youngest cohort, which increased over development to

form full default-like correlation maps in adults.

Several ICA studies in older children have focused on the

DMN. Thomason et al. used group ICA in 9–12 year olds to

identify a default-like component that included PCC, MPFC,

and bilateral lateral parietal regions and produced a seed corre-

lation map from PCC that mimicked the default-like component

structure (Thomason et al., 2008). Supekar et al. also used ICA to

identify a similar default-like component in cohorts of 7–8 and

19–22 year olds (Supekar et al., 2010). This study found signifi-

cant and increasing partial correlations between PCC and

MPFC over development but minimal partial correlations

between PCC and bilateral medial temporal lobe (MTL) in

children, which became very weak partial correlations in adults.

An additional study by Stevens et al. used ICA/PCA analyses to

define 13 components in subjects aged 12–30 years, several of

which resembled the default mode network, but since group

ICA was performed on all subjects at once, it is unclear to

what extent component structures reflect patterns found in

children, adolescents, or adults (Stevens et al., 2009).

Overall, results pertinent to the DMN from several studies

indicate that (1) in two studies, Fransson et al. (2007, 2009) found

noDMN-like component in infants and no significant correlations
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between frontal and parietal components, though the parietal

component contained midline and lateral parietal cortex, similar

to the posterior portion of the DMN, (2) Smyser et al. (2010) found

only insignificant MPFC-PCC correlations in their preterm

infants, but significant MPFC-PCC correlations were found in

some term infants, (3) Gao et al. (2009) reported components

in neonates that were distributed and that somewhat resembled

portions of the DMN, (4) Kelly et al. (2009) found no anterior-

posterior correlations from ventral ACC seeds in children 9–13

and noted substantial increases in long-distance correlations

from these seeds throughout adolescence, (5) Fair et al. (2008)

detected sparse but significant correlations from an MPFC

seed to PCC in 7–9 year olds, but most DMN ROIs in children

lacked strong correlations with one another, and changes in

correlation strengths within the DMN were almost all positive

over adolescence, (6) Thomason et al. (2008) produced

a default-like ICA component and seed correlation map from

the PCC in children 9–12, and (7) Supekar et al. (2010) also

produced a default-like ICA component in children 7–8 years

old and reported significant partial correlations between

PCC and MPFC in their young cohort, which increased over

development.

Though there appears to be a developmental trajectory toward

increased functional connectivity within the DMN over develop-

ment, the level of maturity within this system at any given age is

unclear. One might conclude that coherence within the DMN is

absent, weak, moderate, or strong in older children, depending

upon the methodology used and the significance criteria

employed. Differences in individual connections between DMN

regions appear quite salient when the DMN is considered in

isolation, but the functional network of the brain encompasses

much more than just the regions of the DMN. If DMN regions in

children are immature pieces of an adult network waiting to be

wired together, then placing the DMN in a wider network context

will reveal that DMN regions weakly interact with other brain

regions in children but come to interact strongly with other

DMN regions by adulthood, and we are right to attend closely

to individual connections within the DMN over development.

On the other hand, if a wider network context reveals that

DMN regions actually interact with different sets of brain regions

in infants and children than in adults, then targeted studies of

DMN regions will miss these interactions by definition and may

miss the forest for the trees.

These considerations suggest the need for more comprehen-

sive studies of functional networks over development, but as we

described earlier, traditional seed-based and component-based

analyses become inordinately complicated when many cohorts

or components/ROIs are studied. This line of argument further

suggests the need for a more powerful framework from which

to study functional brain networks. Such a framework may be

found in graph theory.

A Rationale for Graph-Theoretic Approaches
to MRI Networks
The study of networks is an established and rapidly evolving

multidisciplinary field, spearheaded by a branch of mathematics

called graph theory (of note, networks are also called graphs). In

graph theory terms, a network is a collection of items (called
nodes or vertices) that possess pairwise relationships (called

edges). Over the last 15 years, the increased availability of large,

high-quality datasets has fundamentally changed how networks

are understood and modeled. To name one example, in 1999,

Barabasi and colleagues reported the presence of a surprisingly

large number of highly connected nodes (called hubs) in the

World Wide Web (Albert et al., 1999). This finding was at odds

with classical models of network structure and growth and

spurred interest in ‘‘preferential attachment’’ models of network

growth (Barabasi and Albert, 1999), in which nodes joining

a network preferentially attach to well-connected nodes rather

than randomly connecting to the network. Preferential attach-

ment makes intuitive sense in many situations (consider the

first-publisher advantage in citation networks [Price, 1965;

Newman, 2009]), and indeed variants of this model appears to

generally capture the behavior of several real-world networks

(Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Price, 1976). This line of research

also led to the realization that the presence and frequency of

hubs has strong implications for network integrity under attack

(Albert et al., 2000), a finding with clear relevance to epidemiolo-

gists, the military, and neurologists.

An exciting pattern emerging from graph-theoretic studies is

that discoveries made in specific networks often generalize to

other networks. For example, Watts and Strogatz first described

the small-world architecture (discussed below) in the U.S. power

grid, the C. elegans neural network, and a network of film actors

(Watts and Strogatz, 1998), but this property has now been

reported in hundreds, if not thousands, of other datasets. Such

similarities suggest that complex networks may be governed

by fundamental, knowable principles and that discoveries

made in one field may well apply to networks in other fields.

This generalizability strongly suggests that neuroscientists

studying the brain should be interested in the properties of other

real-world and model networks. Accordingly, rs-fcMRI studies

can leverage a substantial graph-theoretic literature to explore

the properties of functional brain networks, such as which nodes

are critical for information flow or network integrity, which parts

of functional networks are better structured for local versus

global processes, and what types of processes could give rise

to observed network structures. Recent graph-theoretic studies

have begun to explore such issues in adult brain networks (for

review, see Bullmore and Sporns, 2009), and here we focus on

studies that examine functional networks in children (often in

comparison with adults). This review will introduce several

aspects of graph theory in the following section, but interested

readers are referred to Newman (2010) for a fuller introduction

to the field and to Rubinov and Sporns (2009) for a discussion

of graph-theoretic measures in the context of MRI data.

Graph Theory: A Brief Primer
A brief discussion of common practices and ground principles

will aid the reader in digesting the data to come and will illustrate

the power of graph-theoretic approaches to analyzing networks.

This section will define graphs and then introduce tools for

visualizing graph structure, for probing the substructure of

graphs, for describing large-scale attributes of graphs, and for

finding and describing interesting nodes or collections of nodes

within graphs. We ask for the reader’s patience in this somewhat
Neuron 67, September 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 739



Figure 3. A Model Graph
(A) The adjacency matrix of a model 22 node graph. For any two nodes, the value of the edge between them (here a 1 or 0) is found at the intersection of the
respective row and column (or vice versa) of each node. For example, matrix entry (2,3) shows a value of 1, which is the edge between node 2 and node 3.
(B) A spring-embedded layout of the graph, where nodes are circles and edges are lines between the nodes.
(C) A list of several node properties. We illustrate several principles with this figure: the degree of node 20 is 3, because it has three edges (to nodes 5, 16, and 22).
These nodes are the neighbors of node 20. The clustering coefficient of this node is 0/3, since the neighbors share no edges, out of three possible edges. In
contrast, the clustering coefficient of node 5 is 1/3. The minimum path length is the number of edges that must be crossed to travel between two nodes. In
the case of nodes 2 and 18 (red arrows), the minimum path length is 4 (2-3-6-22-18). The characteristic path length and average clustering coefficient are simply
the average of all minimum path lengths and clustering coefficients across the network. The values of this network, in comparison to random and regular graphs,
indicate a small-world structure. The betweenness centrality of a node is (proportional to) the fraction of all shortest paths in the network that run through the node.
The value for node 1 is 0, whereas the values for nodes 6 and 22 are among the highest in the network, since paths from green to blue nodes almost always use
these nodes. High degree and betweenness centrality values are often used to identify hubs, but these values do not necessarily correlate with each other and
must be used with caution, as illustrated by comparing the properties of node 2 with node 18 (values circled in red). Node 2 has a relatively high betweenness
centrality, despite the fact that it is evidently not playing a ‘‘central’’ role in the network. This ‘‘discrepancy’’ is because all shortest paths to node 1 must traverse
node 2, inflating its betweenness centrality. Contrast the network position of node 2 with that of node 18, which has a much higher degree but only slightly higher
betweenness centrality, or node 9, which has high degree but quite low betweenness centrality. Community structure is visually evident in this layout, and modu-
larity-optimizing algorithms obtain the partition indicated by node colorings, which yields a ‘‘modularity’’ of 0.54. Modularity values above 0.3 are typically thought
to indicate strong community structure.
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abstract section. All concepts introduced will subsequently be

applied to developmental data. It is our contention that these

tools overcome many of the limitations of seed-based and

component-based network analyses and will enable us to reex-

amine some of the previously described developmental data in

a clarifying light.

Graphs, Nodes, Edges, and the Adjacency Matrix

To reiterate, networks are collections of items that possess

pairwise relationships. Graphs represent these items and rela-

tionships as nodes and edges. The structure of a graph is fully

described as a list of nodes and the edges between nodes,

and this structure can be conveniently organized as a matrix,

called an adjacency matrix, in which each node has a column

(and a row) of entries describing that node’s relationship to itself

and to all other nodes (see Figure 3A). In fcMRI studies, nodes

represent voxels or collections of voxels, and edges between

nodes are typically similarity measures between node BOLD

time courses. Thus, a representative fcMRI graph might be a

cross-correlation matrix derived from the fcMRI time courses

of a collection of regions of interest (ROIs). Edges in such net-

works have values between �1 and 1, and the values of edges

are called edge weights. Adjacency matrices fully describe the

structure of a graph and are the substrate for graph-theoretic

analyses, but it is difficult to comprehend the structure of
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a network by inspecting a matrix. We now describe a method

of visualizing networks.

Visualizing a Network: Spring Embedding Layouts

Spring embedding techniques attempt to visualize a network in

a ‘‘natural’’ state. Typically, nodes are randomly placed in space,

and edges are placed between nodes. Edges are modeled as

springs, with attractive forces proportional to edge weights. A

global repulsive force is added to the system, and an energetic

cost is calculated. Nodes iteratively reposition, and the system

is allowed to cool to an energetic minimum. Though local minima

andmultiple layout solutions are possible, the resulting visualiza-

tions conveniently represent the network structure, such that

connected nodes tend to lie close to one another and far from

nodes to which they have no edge. Though the technique is

qualitative, it is muchmore accessible than examining adjacency

matrices, and the complicated structures of networks with

dozens to hundreds of nodes can be easily and quickly appre-

hended (Figure 3B). Additionally, though it is not actually neces-

sary to visualize a network in order to understand it, visual

inspection can facilitate an intuitive understanding of properties

that may be quantified by other means. For example, Figure 3

shows the adjacency matrix and a spring-embedded layout of

a graph containing several dozen nodes. It is visually evident

that the network is clumped in certain areas where nodes are
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richly connected, a property that can be quantified using mea-

sures of community structure.

Global Network Properties: Community Structure

and the Small-World Structure

Communities (also called modules) within networks are groups

of nodes that are richly connected to one another within the

larger framework of the entire network. Communities have

been detected in many complex networks and tend to group

nodes with similar features or functions, simplifying and illumi-

nating the structure of the network (for review, see Fortunato,

2010). Community detection has been the subject of intense

interest since 2004, when Newman and Girvan proposed the

‘‘modularity’’ measure, which quantifies the ‘‘quality’’ or amount

of community structure found in a network (Newman and Girvan,

2004). For a given partition of a graph into modules, the modu-

larity of the graph is the difference between the number of edges

found within modules and the number of edges predicted to lie

within modules if all edges in the network were distributed

randomly (Newman and Girvan, 2004). Algorithms that optimize

this measure have been widely used to detect communities in

networks, though several alternatives exist (see Fortunato,

2010).

Graphs are, in a reductive sense, nothing more than a collec-

tion of nodes and edges. This is, however, like saying that

a symphony is just a collection of notes. Networks formed from

identical numbers of edges and nodes can have starkly differing

properties depending upon the patterning of edges in the

network (as we will see shortly), and a cardinal virtue of graph-

theoretic approaches to networks is that they cannot only

describe network structures, but they can also interpret these

structures to reveal properties of networks and their nodes. We

have already encountered one such measure, the ‘‘modularity’’

of a graph, which indicated the extent of community structure in

a network. We now consider another fundamental property of

graphs, which is how efficiently their structures facilitate local

and global communication (by communication, we simply mean

the passing of something, like a packet of information, from

node to node over the network). Numerous methods have been

proposed to capture this property in graphs (e.g., the ‘‘efficiency’’

and ‘‘cost-efficiency’’ measures [Achard et al., 2006; Latora and

Marchiori, 2001]), andwe focus on some of themost well-known,

the ‘‘small-world’’ measures (Watts and Strogatz, 1998).

Given some number of nodes and edges, classic network

models could create networks of two extremes: a regular graph

in which all nodes had similar numbers of edges and connected

with their nearest neighbors in a lattice-like structure, and

a random graph, in which nodes had similar numbers of edges,

but edges were distributed randomly throughout the graph. In

a lattice, few edges were needed to communicate between

nearby nodes, but many edges would be crossed to communi-

cate with distant portions of the network. In a random graph,

information could reach distant nodes using a small number of

edges, but reaching nearby nodes required many more edges

than on a regular lattice. Thus, regular graphs were locally effi-

cient but globally inefficient, and random graphs were efficient

for global but not local interactions.

These properties are captured in the characteristic path length

and average clustering coefficient of networks (Figure 3C). Given
a network in which all nodes can reach one another, at least one

shortest path exists between all nodes, and one can calculate

the characteristic path length as the average shortest path on

the network, measuring how easily information can travel

between distant nodes. The (local) clustering coefficient of a

node is the ratio of edges present between the neighbors of

a node (a node with three edges has three neighbors, see

Figure 3) to the number of edges possible between neighbors

of a node. This coefficient takes values between 0 and 1, where

low coefficients indicate that few neighbors of a node are

themselves neighbors, and high coefficients indicate that

a node is embedded in a richly connected local environment.

Thus, random graphs are characterized by low path lengths

and low clustering coefficients, whereas lattices have high path

lengths and high clustering coefficients.

The fundamental insight of the small-world structure,

proposed by Watts and Strogatz, is that networks can possess

both high clustering coefficients and low path lengths, making

them simultaneously efficient on both local and global scales

(Watts and Strogatz, 1998). Watts and Strogatz discovered

that a regular lattice retained high clustering coefficients but

drastically reduced average path lengths if a few edges of the

lattice were randomly ‘‘rewired,’’ creating shortcuts to distant

portions of the network. This structure has been found in

numerous real-world networks (including neural and MRI

networks [Eguı́luz et al., 2005; Humphries et al., 2006; Watts

and Strogatz, 1998]), and comparisons between the ‘‘small-

worldness’’ of networks can be made by normalizing observed

small-world measures to those found in regular and random

graphs with similar numbers of nodes and edges.

Local Network Properties: Node Degree, Hubs,

and Node Betweenness Centrality

The structure of a network confers properties not only on the

network as a whole but also upon individual nodes. The clus-

tering coefficients just discussed are one such property, which

measure how richly integrated the local environment around

a node is (Figure 3C). Another set of measures of much practical

use are measures of node centrality, which indicate to what

extent a nodeplays a ‘‘central’’ or important rolewithin a network.

As with the measures for network efficiency, there are multiple

methods to assay node centrality, and we highlight two of the

simplest here.

One method to measure node centrality is simply to sum all

edges connected to a node. This is known as the ‘‘degree

centrality,’’ or simply the degree, of a node (Figure 3). High-

degree nodes are called hubs and can play important roles in

network structure and dynamics. The second method is to

calculate the fraction of all shortest paths in a network that cross

over a given node (or edge). This proportion is the ‘‘betweenness

centrality’’ of a node (or edge), which is a useful measure of how

much information might traverse certain parts of a network,

presuming that optimal paths are used. High values can identify

nodes that are crucial bridges between communities and/or

possible bottlenecks in network traffic and may also identify

hubs. The measure must be used with caution, however, since

it may also yield high values at the periphery of networks if

peripheral nodes have few possible paths into the main body

of the graph (see Figure 3, node 2). These measures of centrality
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have been used for many purposes, one of which has been to

identify hubs within MRI networks (Buckner et al., 2009;

Hagmann et al., 2008).

The Importance of Thresholding and Edge Density

We make a final technical point before turning to data. In

rs-fcMRI networks, the similarity measures used to define edges

(often Pearson or partial correlations) yield weights on the edges.

For example, in networks formed from correlation matrices, all

nodes relate to all other nodes with edges weighted �1 to 1.

Negative edges are mathematically troublesome in many graph

analyses, and edges with weights near zero are likely to be

uninformative, and so a threshold is often applied to networks,

eliminating edges with weights below the threshold. As thresh-

olds rise, the density of edges in the network decreases, and

at some point the network will begin to fragment into discon-

nected components. The actual structure of the network

changes as edges are removed, and thus many network proper-

ties are functions of edge density. Additionally, there is no

‘‘correct’’ edge density or threshold at which to examine a

network. For this reason, when investigating some property of

interest, network studies should report results over a range of

thresholds or edge densities to demonstrate this relationship,

as well as the reliability of the findings. Typical threshold ranges

begin at or above zero, to avoid negative and/or weak edges,

and stop once the graph begins to fragment into components.

When comparing the properties of two or more networks (e.g.,

networks from multiple developmental cohorts), it is useful to

control for edge density, so that differences in network proper-

ties do not arise from differences in graph density. There is no

agreed-upon method for comparing network properties, but

common methods include simple nonstatistical comparisons, t

tests of values at particular edge densities between cohorts,

and comparison of parameters derived from growth curve fits

of properties versus threshold (Supekar et al., 2009).

These measures are a small sampling of the tools available in

graph-theoretic analyses but serve to illustrate the versatility and

comprehensiveness of a graph-theoretic approach to networks.

We will encounter each of these tools in the coming studies, and

we now turn to applications of these techniques to rs-fcMRI

data.

Initial Graph-Theoretic Studies of Development
Graph theory was introduced to developmental studies of

functional networks in a series of reports by Fair et al., beginning

in 2007 (Fair et al., 2007a). Here, 39 published task control ROIs

(Dosenbach et al., 2006) that were defined in young adults were

examined in a developmental cohort. A previous study had

examined these ROIs as a graph in adults and reported that, at

many thresholds, the graph existed as two disconnected

components (Dosenbach et al., 2007) (components in graph

theory are disconnected pieces of the graph, not ICA or PCA

components), meaning that nodes within one component had

no correlations over a particular threshold to nodes in the other

component. These components were termed the cingulo-oper-

cular (CO) and fronto-parietal (FP) task control networks, based

on the locations of their constituent ROIs. Each component

tended to have different functional properties in fMRI studies,

such that ROIs in the CO network tended to display sustained
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activity during tasks, while ROIs in the FP network tended to

activate more transiently, linking the functional properties of

ROIs to their properties as nodes within rs-fcMRI networks.

Children and adults differ behaviorally in task performance

(Brown et al., 2005; Church et al., 2010; Schlaggar et al.,

2002), and fMRI studies have documented developmental differ-

ences in activity in task control regions during task performance

(Velanova et al., 2009), leading Fair et al. to examine task control

regions for developmental changes in functional network struc-

ture. To accomplish this, 39 task control regions were examined

as graphs in rs-fcMRI data from 210 subjects ages 7–35 years.

Nodes were formed by modeling ROIs as 10 mm diameter

spheres, and edges were defined as the Pearson correlations

between node rs-fcMRI time courses.

The graph-theoretic analysis of these networks was straight-

forward and simply involved visualizing the graphs in a pseudoa-

natomic layout and examining their structure, shown in Figure 4.

In children ages 7–9 years, the graph was a single component,

the dorsal anterior cingulate/medial superior frontal cortex

(dACC/msFC) node was embedded within the FP nodes, and

the bilateral anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) nodes bridged

between FP and CO groupings (Figure 4A). In adolescents

ages 10–15 years, the graph broke into two components, but

the dACC/msFC node remained in the FP component

(Figure 4B). In adults ages 21–31 years, the graph existed as

two components corresponding to the FP and CO task control

networks, as expected (Figure 4C). Thus, the network reorgan-

ized over development, such that anterior cingulate and aPFC

nodes dissociated from other frontal nodes to more strongly

associate with insular and thalamic nodes. The authors also

measured the Euclidean distance between all pairs of ROIs

and noted that short-distance edges tended to be strong in

children and weaken over development, whereas long-distance

edges tended to be weak in children and strengthen over devel-

opment, a trend that has been replicated in several studies, using

both Euclidean and DTI-based distances (Fair et al., 2009; Kelly

et al., 2009; Supekar et al., 2009).

A subsequent study by Fair et al. (2009) used spring embed-

ding layouts to examine the development of a network

composed of 34 published default, task control, and error-

responsive ROIs (Dosenbach et al., 2006, 2007; Fair et al.,

2007a; Fox et al., 2005). Nodes, edges, and subjects were

defined as before. Figure 5 shows layouts of the graphs at

several ages. Two striking patterns are noted. First, nodes that

are anatomically proximal tend to have strong correlations in

children, which weaken over development (the light-blue-

rimmed frontal lobe nodes of Figure 5A). Second, nodes that

are functionally related in adults are not strongly associated in

children but come to associate strongly over development

(e.g., the red-filled DMN nodes of Figure 5B). The patterns of

edges clearly change across ages, and it is evident that the

network is clumped in certain areas where nodes are densely

connected, indicating that the network possesses community

structure.

A modularity-optimizing community-detection algorithm was

applied to this network, and strong community structure was

detected at all ages examined, consistent with the spring

embedded layouts. Interestingly, the modularity value attained



Figure 4. The Development of Task Control Graphs
Fronto-parietal nodes are colored in yellow, and cingulo-opercular nodes are
colored in black. Graphs are portrayed in a pseudoanatomical layout at 10%
edge density. (A–C) Graph structures in children ages 7–9 years, adolescents
ages 10–15 years, and adults ages 19–31 years, respectively. Note the shifting
associations of aPFC and dACC/msFC nodes and the emergence of greater
frontal-parietal functional connectivity over development. ROIs and node
memberships were defined in Dosenbach et al. (2006) and Dosenbach et al.
(2007). Figure modified from Fair et al. (2007a).
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by the algorithm did not change (qualitatively) over age, indi-

cating that the ‘‘quality’’ of community structure was similar

(and high) in children, adolescents, and adults. Importantly,

however, the composition of modules did change over develop-

ment. In children, modules grouped nodes largely by anatomical

location, whereas modules in adults grouped nodes almost

perfectly by their functional role (default, fronto-parietal, cin-

gulo-opercular, and cerebellar error categories).

This study also calculated the small-world properties of

these graphs and found that, throughout development from

childhood to young adulthood, network clustering coefficient

values were near those of lattices, and network path length
values were near those of random graphs, indicating that the

graphs were small-world networks at all ages examined. This

suggested that, despite the large differences in community

structure across development, that child, adolescent, and adult

networks were all organized in a manner that facilitated simulta-

neous efficiency on local and global scales. Edge density was

not held constant in this analysis for small-world comparisons,

but subsequent studies have replicated this finding while

controlling for edge density. Supekar et al. reported small-world

structure in both child and adult whole-brain graphs but found no

significant differences between them (Supekar et al., 2009).

Similarly, Fransson et al. reported small-world architectures in

both infant and adult voxelwise graphs, though direct compari-

sons between graphs were not possible (Fransson et al., 2010).

Lessons from Graph-Theoretic Investigations
of Network Structure and Properties
These studies suggest several tentative conclusions. First,

selected short-distance edges tend to be strong in children

and weaken over development, in contrast to a subset of long-

distance edges, which are typically weak in children and

increase in strength over development. Second, these develop-

mental increases in edge strengths tend to occur between nodes

that are functionally related in young adults, such as edges

between nodes within the default mode network, or edges

between nodes of the fronto-parietal task control network. Third,

community structure is present and strong in graphs at all stages

of development. Fourth, as a result of local decreases and

long-distance increases in edge strengths over development,

communities in children group nodes largely by anatomical prox-

imity, whereas communities in adults group nodes by functional

roles. Finally, despite the reorganization of communities over

development, graphs are consistently structured in manners

that facilitate efficiency at both local and global network scales.

These conclusions must be tempered by several caveats.

First, for the most part, the graph structures of functional

networks in any one study have only been described at limited

ages, and only within limited subsets of brain regions. Future

networks should extend networks to include other brain regions

to examine developmental trends more comprehensively.

Second, only limited comparisons of network properties have

been made thus far. Statistical comparisons were not made in

small-world properties by either Fair et al. (2009) or Fransson

et al. (2010), and Supekar et al. (2009) made comparisons at

only a single edge density. Thus, rigorous examinations of

differences in network properties such as the small-world

measures have not yet been performed. Confirmation and

extension of these results awaits studies that examine influences

of both threshold and edge density while examining larger,

brain-wide functional networks over development from infancy

through adulthood.

However, an important lesson already apparent from these

studies is that functional networks examined in isolation may

appear quite different when examined within wider network

contexts. We noted differential reports of functional connectivity

within the DMN earlier in this review. Some studies, such as

those of Fair et al. (2008) or Kelly et al. (2009), suggested absent

to minimal connectivity within the DMN in older children,
Neuron 67, September 9, 2010 ª2010 Elsevier Inc. 743



Figure 5. The Development of Graphs of
Task Control, Default, and Error-Related
(Cerebellar) ROIs
Graphs are presented in spring-embedded
layouts at average ages 9, 13, and 25 years
moving from left to right. Node centers are colored
by predefined functional system membership
(i.e., all red nodes represent published DMN
coordinates), and node rims are colored by
anatomical location within the brain (e.g., all blue
rims indicate nodes in frontal cortex). The blue
clouds (A) highlight the location of frontal nodes
across development, and the red clouds (B)
highlight the location of predefined default mode
regions over development. ROIs and node
memberships were defined in Dosenbach et al.
(2007, 2006), Fair et al. (2007a), and Fox et al.
(2005). Figure modified from Fair et al. (2009).
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whereas studies by Supekar et al. (2010) and Thomason et al.

(2008) suggested substantial DMN connectivity at similar ages.

In isolation, these differences appear quite striking. However,

once the DMN is placed in a larger network with other cortical

regions, it becomes clear that DMN regions are not isolated

fragments of an immature adult functional system, nor are they

unified in a cohesive DMN, but rather that DMN regions are

actually integrated into a different network structure in children

than adults (Fair et al., 2009). Communities in children are

organized by anatomical proximity, suggesting that the various

parts of the DMN should be considered as participants in rela-

tively separate functional modules, not as fragmented elements

of an adult functional system. Naturally, a transition to adult-like

structures must occur over development, as long-distance

connections between PCC, MPFC, and other regions of the

DMN strengthen, and short-distance relationships weaken. Yet

to focus upon these internal changes without considering

external relationships risks fundamentally misapprehending the

developmental trajectory of the adult DMN regions.

Graph-Theoretic Investigations of Node Properties
In theprevious section, graph-theoretic approacheswereused to

describe the structure and properties of entire networks.We now

examine two studies that used graph-theoretic approaches

to identify individual nodes that might play important roles in

functional brain networks. The results of these studies highlight,

among other things, the complexity of interpreting network

studies and the need for comprehensive presentation of data.

Fransson et al. (2010) used measures of degree and between-

ness centrality to identify the location of network hubs in voxel-

wise networks in infants and adults, in a manner similar to recent

studies in adults (Buckner et al., 2009; Sepulcre et al., 2010).

As shown in Figure 6, the locations of hubs identified using either

degree or betweenness centrality were quite similar within

cohorts but differed substantially between cohorts. In adults

(Figures 6C and 6D), many hubs appear to lie in the DMN,

whereas in children (Figures 6A and 6B), many hubs appear to

lie in or near primary sensorimotor cortex. It is not immediately
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obvious why such close correspondence should exist between

measures of degree and betweenness centrality, though similar

findings have been previously reported (Buckner et al., 2009).

Degree is a property of a single node regardless of its position

in a network, whereas node betweenness centrality is highly

dependent upon a node’s location within the network structure

(e.g., two nodes of identical degree can have very different

betweenness centralities if one is locally embedded within a

module and the other bridges between modules, see Figure 3),

and thus it is somewhat surprising that these measures should

correspond so closely in these voxelwise networks.

One possible explanation for the similarity between degree

and betweenness centrality runs as follows. Studies in adults

have demonstrated that voxels within putative functional areas

possess similar rs-fcMRI time courses (Cohen et al., 2008).

Functional areas within functional systems (e.g., the various

portions of the DMN) tend to have correlated rs-fcMRI activity,

and thus voxels should generally possess (a) strong correlations

within their functional area and (b) moderate correlations to

functionally related functional areas. In voxelwise graphs, this

scenario could give rise to a hierarchical modular structure of

functional areas and functional systems, and a voxel’s degree

would generally scale (1) with the size of its functional area and

(2) with the number (and sizes) of functional areas comprising

its functional system. Stated differently, a voxel’s degree should

scale with the size of its module. If the default module spanned

the greatest number of voxels in adults, it would be unsurprising

that the highest-degree voxels in adults would be identified

within default-like regions. ‘‘Hubs’’ in this scenario are simply

members of the largest (whether measured by nodes, voxels,

or volume) graph module. Similarly, if this module occupied

either a very central or very peripheral role in the overall graph,

voxels within the module would tend to have high betweenness

centralities (Figure 3). Similar arguments apply to the sensori-

motor hubs of infants. Placement of hubs into a graph layout

could reveal the reason for the congruence between degree

and betweenness centrality, but without such information, it is

difficult to evaluate the meaning of these findings, though they



Figure 6. Identification of ‘‘Hubs’’ in Infants and Adults
Node degree (A and C) and betweenness centrality (B and D) z-scores of
voxels in voxelwise graphs in infants (A and B) and adults (C and D).
Calculations were performed on adjacency matrices that were thresholded
at 0.3, and then binarized. Note the congruence between the two measures
within children or adults, but the evident differences between children and
adult patterns. Figure adapted from Fransson et al. (2010).
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clearly indicate differences in the functional network structures

of infants and adults.

In a different study, Gao et al. (2009) used a similar strategy to

identify hubs in default-like components in young children and

calculated betweenness centrality on networks of 6, 13, 19,

and 7 nodes in cohorts of neonates, 1 year olds, 2 year olds,

and adults, respectively. Each cohort returned the highest

betweenness centrality in the PCC, but it is questionable whether

such techniques are truly meaningful in networks of only six or

seven nodes, since the addition or deletion of a single edge could

substantially alter many shortest path lengths.

These studies highlight a fundamental issue in MRI graph-

theoretic studies, which is the extent to which an abstract

network is constructed to reflect the functional network structure

of the human brain. Inmany systems, nodes are obvious, such as

stations along subway lines or people who have coauthored

papers. Nodes are, however, not obvious in the functional

network of the brain. Presumably, when studying the functional

network architecture of the brain, nodes should correspond to
some unit of functional organization, such as neurons, columns,

or functional areas. Unfortunately, the number, locations and

extents of such functional units in the human brain are poorly

defined at this point, and researchers therefore typically form

nodes from voxels (Buckner et al., 2009; Eguı́luz et al., 2005;

van den Heuvel et al., 2008), predefined anatomical brain parcel-

lation schemes (Achard et al., 2006; He et al., 2009; Meunier

et al., 2009; Salvador et al., 2005), or predefined ROIs, often

obtained from fMRI or fcMRI studies (Church et al., 2009; Dosen-

bach et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2010). If the brain is a collection of

functional units such as columns or functional areas, then nodes

defined by undersampling, oversampling, or merging such units

will necessarily result in a network that distorts, to some extent,

the true composition of the brain’s network, and networks must

be examined and interpreted accordingly.

Concluding Remarks
A broad theme that emerges from these studies of functional

networks is that, at young ages, ROIs tend to have strong

rs-fcMRI signal correlations with nearby ROIs and that, over

childhood and adolescence, selected local correlations tend to

weaken, while correlations with more distant ROIs tend to

increase. This trend is evident in the increased seed map bilater-

ality with gestational age seen in the infants of Smyser et al.

(2010), in the increased extents of sensorimotor correlation

maps of Lin et al. in young children (Lin et al., 2008), and in the

increases of edge strengths within the graphs of Supekar et al.

(2009) and Fair et al. (2009) over late childhood and adolescence.

In the anterior cingulate, Kelly et al. (2009) specifically note that

this trend is least pronounced in seeds near SMA and occurs

latest and most markedly in ventral seeds typically associated

with the DMN. This trend likely stems from several sources.

Synaptic pruning takes place throughout the first 20 years of

life (Huttenlocher, 1979) and could contribute to reduced local

rs-fcMRI correlation. Conversely, myelination throughout child-

hood and adolescence could facilitate increased long-range

rs-fcMRI correlations (Brody et al., 1987; Paus et al., 2001).

Computational and empirical studies have demonstrated signif-

icant correlations between structural and functional connectivity

(Hagmann et al., 2008; Honey et al., 2007), giving support to

such ideas, though they have also demonstrated that present

estimates of structural connectivity leave much of the variance

in rs-fcMRI signal unaccounted for (Honey et al., 2009).

An additional theme is that developmental increases in func-

tional connectivity tend to take place between portions of the

brain that are functionally related in adults. This trend is most

apparent in the network structures of task control and default

networks in multiple studies by Fair et al. (2007a, 2008, 2009),

the seed maps of Kelly et al. (2009), and in the increasing partial

correlations within the DMN noted by Supekar et al. (2010).

Neuronal firing patterns are known to modify synaptic weighting

(Miltner et al., 1999), and one possible explanation for the

increases in coherent rs-fcMRI signal between functionally

related brain regions is that the signal arises fromshared histories

of spontaneous or evoked activity. Recent studies have demon-

strated that visual perceptual learning can influence rs-fcMRI

signal in adults, lending credence to this hypothesis (Lewis

et al., 2009). On the other hand, rs-fcMRI signal correlations
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may facilitate shared processing between brain regions and

may actually participate in the development of the functional

capabilities of brain circuitry (Bi and Poo, 1999; Fiser et al.,

2004; Varela et al., 2001).

What is the benefit of increased long-range and/or decreased

short-range rs-fcMRI correlations? At present, we can only spec-

ulate. It is plausible, and even probable, that increases in

coherent activity within functional systems might facilitate

particular cognitive abilities. In adults, rs-fcMRI correlations

and network properties have been linked to measures such as

IQ or task performance (Seeley et al., 2007; van den Heuvel

et al., 2009).Weare unawareof anydevelopmental studiesexam-

ining such relationships. Unfortunately, over childhood and

adolescence, changes in functional connectivity will likely corre-

late with many behavioral or physiologic measures, such as

height or hormonal levels, as well as various cognitive measures.

Developmental studies of correlatesbetween rs-fcMRImeasures

and cognitive or behavioral measures will therefore need tightly

constrained hypotheses, or large datasets that can achieve

the power needed to tease apart such covariance.

A significant finding that emerged from recent graph-theoretic

studies in children is that developing functional networks are in

some respects quite similar to adult networks. Graph-theoretic

measures indicate that brain networks throughout development

possess community structure (Fair et al., 2009) and are orga-

nized in manners that facilitate efficiency on local and global

network scales (Fair et al., 2009; Fransson et al., 2010; Supekar

et al., 2009). The limited comparisons made of such network

properties have reported no differences between children and

adults. This set of observations suggests that network structures

in children ought not to be viewed as simple precursors to

adult-like configurations but should be given serious attention

as intact, operational functional networks with some similar

properties but a fundamentally different structure than adult

networks. The field awaits confirmation and extension of these

findings with rigorous, comprehensive studies of brain functional

networks across development.

Finally, we wish to underscore the utility of graph-theoretic

approaches to describing brain networks. Graph theory is a

rigorous, established, and appropriate framework within which

to examine MRI networks. The tools it offers are powerful

and flexible, and neuroscientists have only begun to tap the

substantial resources available for studying brain networks

(http://sites.google.com/a/brain-connectivity-toolbox.net/bct/

Home). Graph-theoretic approaches sidestep many limitations

of more traditional analysis techniques and enable more

complete studies of brain networks than have been previously

feasible. The utility of examining more comprehensive brain

networks is hopefully evident from the work we have reviewed.

Though much progress has been made in recent years, it is clear

that the task of understanding the development of the structure

and properties of functional brain networks is only beginning.
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